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Abstract—Given a symmetric $D \times D$ matrix $M$ over $\{0, 1, \ast\}$, a list $M$-partition of a graph $G$ is a partition of the vertices of $G$ into $D$ parts which are associated with the rows of $M$. The part of each vertex is chosen from a given list in such a way that no edge of $G$ is mapped to a 0 in $M$ and no non-edge of $G$ is mapped to a 1 in $M$. Many important graph-theoretic structures can be represented as list $M$-partitions including graph colourings, split graphs and homogeneous sets, which arise in the proofs of the weak and strong perfect graph conjectures. Thus, there has been quite a bit of work on determining for which matrices $M$ computations involving list $M$-partitions are tractable. This paper focuses on the problem of counting list $M$-partitions, given a graph $G$ and given lists for each vertex of $G$. We give an algorithm that solves this problem in polynomial time for every (fixed) matrix $M$ for which the problem is tractable. The algorithm relies on data structures such as sparse-dense partitions and subcube decompositions to reduce each problem instance to a sequence of problem instances in which the lists have a certain useful structure that restricts access to portions of $M$ in which the interactions of 0s and 1s is controlled. We show how to solve the resulting restricted instances by converting them into particular counting constraint satisfaction problems ($\#\text{CSP}$s) which we show how to solve using a constraint satisfaction technique known as “arc-consistency”. For every matrix $M$ for which our algorithm fails, we show that the problem of counting list $M$-partitions is $\#\text{P}$-complete. Furthermore, we give an explicit characterisation of the dichotomy theorem — counting list $M$-partitions is tractable (in FP) if and only if the matrix $M$ has a structure called a directerationalising sequence. Finally, we show that the meta-problem of determining whether a given matrix has a directerationalising sequence is $\text{NP}$-complete.

I. INTRODUCTION

A matrix partition of an undirected graph is a partition of its vertices according to a matrix which specifies adjacency and non-adjacency conditions on the vertices, depending on the parts to which they are assigned. For any symmetric matrix $M \in \{0, 1, \ast\}^{D \times D}$ indexed by a finite set $D$, an $M$-partition of an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ is a function $\sigma : V \to D$ such that, for every edge $(u, v) \in E$, $M_{\sigma(u), \sigma(v)} \neq 0$. Also, for every pair $(u, v)$ of distinct vertices that is not in $E$, $M_{\sigma(u), \sigma(v)} = 0$. Thus, $M_{i,j} = 0$ means that no edges are allowed between vertices in parts $i$ and $j$, $M_{i,j} = 1$ means that there must be an edge between every pair of distinct vertices in the two parts and $M_{i,j} = \ast$ means that any set of edges is allowed between the parts. For entries $M_{i,i}$ on the diagonal of $M$, the conditions only apply to distinct vertices in part $i$. Thus, $M_{i,i} = 1$ requires that the vertices in part $i$ form a clique in $G$ and $M_{i,i} = 0$ requires that they form an independent set. For example, if $D = \{i, c\}$, $M_{i,i} = 0$, $M_{c,c} = 1$ and $M_{i,c} = M_{c,i} = \ast$, then an $M$-partition of a graph is a partition of its vertices into an independent set (whose vertices are mapped to $i$) and a clique (whose vertices are mapped to $c$). The independent set and the clique may have arbitrary edges between them. A graph that has such an $M$-partition is known as a split graph [17].

As Feder, Hell, Klein and Motwani describe [14], many important graph-theoretic structures can be represented as $M$-partitions, including graph colourings, split graphs, $(a,b)$-graphs [2], clique-cross partitions [9], and their generalisations. $M$-partitions also arise as “type partitions” in extremal graph theory [1]. In the special case where $M$ is a $\{0, \ast\}$-matrix (that is, it has no 1 entries), $M$-partitions of $G$ correspond to homomorphisms from $G$ to the (potentially looped) graph $H$ whose adjacency matrix is obtained from $M$ by turning every $\ast$ into a 1. Thus, proper $|D|$-colourings of $G$ are exactly $M$-partitions for the matrix $M$ which has 0s on the diagonal and $\ast$s elsewhere. To represent more complicated graph-theoretic structures, such as homogeneous sets and their generalisations, which arise in the proofs of the weak and strong perfect graph conjectures [5], [20], it
is necessary to generalise \( M \)-partitions by introducing lists. Details of these applications are given by Feder et al. [14], who define the notion of a list \( M \)-partition. In particular, constraints that certain parts must have at least some constant number of vertices can be implemented using lists.

A list \( M \)-partition is an \( M \)-partition \( \sigma \) that is also required to satisfy constraints on the values of each \( \sigma(v) \). Let \( \mathcal{P}(D) \) denote the powerset of \( D \). We say that \( \sigma \) respects a function \( L: V(G) \to \mathcal{P}(D) \) if \( \sigma(v) \in L(v) \) for all \( v \in V(G) \). Thus, for each vertex \( v \), \( L(v) \) serves as a list of allowable parts for \( v \) and a list \( M \)-partition of \( G \) is an \( M \)-partition that respects the given list function. We allow empty lists for technical convenience, although there are no \( M \)-partitions that respect any list function \( L \) where \( L(v) = \emptyset \) for some vertex \( v \). Feder et al. [14] study the computational complexity of the following decision problem, which is parameterised by a symmetric matrix \( M \in \{0, 1, \ast\}^{D \times D} \).

**Name.** LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS.

**Instance.** A pair \((G, L)\) in which \( G \) is a graph and \( L \) is a function \( V(G) \to \mathcal{P}(D) \).

**Output.** “Yes”, if \( G \) has an \( M \)-partition that respects \( L \); “no”, otherwise.

Note that \( M \) is a parameter of the problem rather than an input of the problem. Thus, its size is a constant which does not vary with the input.

A series of papers [10], [12], [13] described in [14] presents a dichotomy for the special case of homomorphism problems, which are LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS problems in which \( M \) is a \( \{0, \ast\} \)-matrix. In particular, Feder, Hell and Huang [13] show that, for every \( \{0, \ast\} \)-matrix \( M \) (and symmetrically, for every \( \{1, \ast\} \)-matrix \( M \)), the problem LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is either polynomial-time solvable or \#P-complete. It is important to note that both of these special cases of LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS are constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) and a famous conjecture of Feder and Vardi [15] is that a \( P \) versus \#P-complete dichotomy also exists for every CSP. Although general LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS problems can also be coded as CSPs with restrictions on the input, it is not known how to code them without such restrictions. Since the Feder–Vardi conjecture applies only to CSPs with unrestricted inputs, even if proved, it would not necessarily apply to LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS.

Given the many applications of LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS, it is important to know whether there is a dichotomy for this problem. This is part of a major ongoing research effort which has the goal of understanding the boundaries of tractability by identifying classes of problems, as wide as possible, where dichotomy theorems arise and where the precise boundary between tractability and intractability can be specified.

Significant progress has been made on identifying dichotomies for LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS. Feder et al. [14, Theorem 6.1] give a dichotomy for the special case in which \( M \) is at most \( 3 \times 3 \), by showing that LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is polynomial-time solvable or \#P-complete for each such matrix. Later, Feder and Hell studied the LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS problem under the name CSP\(_L(2, H)\) and showed [11, Corollary 3.4] that, for every \( M \), LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is either \#P-complete, or is solvable in quasi-polynomial time. In the latter case, they showed that LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is solvable in \( n^{O(\log n)} \) time, given an \( n \)-vertex graph. Feder and Hell refer to this result as a “quasi-dichotomy”.

Although the Feder–Vardi conjecture remains open, a dichotomy is now known for counting CSPs. In particular, Bulatov [3] (see also [8]) has shown that, for every constraint language \( \Gamma \), the counting constraint satisfaction problem \#CSP(\( \Gamma \)) is either polynomial-time solvable, or \#P-complete. It is natural to ask whether a similar situation arises for counting list \( M \)-partition problems. We study the following computational problem, which is parameterised by a finite symmetric matrix \( M \in \{0, 1, \ast\}^{D \times D} \).

**Name.** #LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS.

**Instance.** A pair \((G, L)\) in which \( G \) is a graph and \( L \) is a function \( V(G) \to \mathcal{P}(D) \).

**Output.** The number of \( M \)-partitions of \( G \) that respect \( L \).

Hell, Hermann and Nevisi [18] have considered the related problem \#M\(-\)PARTITIONS without lists, which can be seen as #LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS restricted to the case that \( L(v) = D \) for every vertex \( v \). This problem is defined as follows.

**Name.** \#M\(-\)PARTITIONS.

**Instance.** A graph \( G \).

**Output.** The number of \( M \)-partitions of \( G \).

In the problems LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS, #LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS and \#M\(-\)PARTITIONS, the matrix \( M \) is fixed and its size does not vary with the input.

Hell et al. gave a dichotomy for small matrices \( M \) (of size at most \( 3 \times 3 \)). In particular, the paper [18, Theorem 10], together with the graph-homomorphism dichotomy of Dyer and Greenhill [7] shows that, for every such \( M \), \#M\(-\)PARTITIONS is either polynomial-time solvable or \#P-complete. An interesting feature of counting \( M \)-partitions, identified by Hell et al. is that, unlike the situation for homomorphism-counting problems, there are tractable \( M \)-partition problems with non-trivial counting algorithms. Indeed the main contribution of this paper, as described below, is the development of an algorithm which solves every tractable case of the problem #LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS,
Theorem 1. For any symmetric matrix \( M \in \{0,1,*\}^{D \times D} \), \#LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is either in FP or \#P-complete.

Since there is no known coding of list \( M \)-partition problems as CSPs without input restrictions, Theorem 1 does not seem to be implied by the dichotomy for \#CSP. To develop our algorithms and prove the theorem, we investigate the complexity of the more general counting problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS, which has two parameters — a matrix \( M \in \{0,1,*\}^{D \times D} \) and a (not necessarily proper) subset \( L \) of \( \mathcal{P}(D) \). In this problem, we only allow sets in \( L \) to be used as lists.

Name. \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS.

Instance. A pair \((G,L)\) where \( G \) is a graph and \( L \) is a function \( V(G) \to L \).

Output. The number of \( M \)-partitions of \( G \) that respect \( L \).

Note that \( M \) and \( L \) are fixed parameters of \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS — they are not part of the input instance. The problem \#LIST-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is just the special case of \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS where \( L = \mathcal{P}(D) \).

We say that a set \( L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D) \) is subset-closed if \( A \in L \) implies that every subset of \( A \) is in \( L \). This closure property is referred to as the “inclusive” case in \([11]\).

Definition 2. Given a set \( L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D) \), we write \( S(L) \) for its subset-closure, which is the set \( S(L) = \{X \mid \text{for some } Y \in L, X \subseteq Y\} \).

We prove the following theorem, which immediately implies Theorem 1.

Theorem 3. Let \( M \) be a symmetric matrix in \( \{0,1,*\}^{D \times D} \) and let \( L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D) \) be subset-closed. The problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is either in FP or \#P-complete.

Note that this does not imply a dichotomy for the \( M \)-partitions problem without lists. The problem with no lists corresponds to the case where every vertex of the input graph \( G \) is assigned the list \( D \), allowing the vertex to be potentially placed in any part. Thus, the problem without lists is equivalent to the problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS with \( L = \{D\} \), but Theorem 3 applies only to the case where \( L \) is subset-closed.

A. Polynomial-time algorithms and an explicit dichotomy

We now introduce the concepts needed to give an explicit criterion for the dichotomy in Theorem 3 and to provide polynomial-time algorithms for all tractable cases. We use standard definitions of relations and their arities, compositions and inverses.

Definition 4. For any symmetric \( M \in \{0,1,*\}^{D \times D} \) and any sets \( X,Y \in \mathcal{P}(D) \), define the binary relation \( H^M_{XY} = \{(i,j) \in X \times Y \mid M_{ij} = *\} \).

The intractability condition for the problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS begins with the following notion of rectangularity, which was introduced by Bulatov and Dalmau \([4]\).

Definition 5. A relation \( R \subseteq D \times D' \) is rectangular if, for all \( i,j \in D \), and \( i',j' \in D' \), the fact that \((i,i') \) and \((j,j') \) are in \( R \) implies that \((i,j') \) is in \( R \).

Our dichotomy criterion will be based on what we call \( \mathcal{L}-M \)-derectangularising sequences. In order to define these, we introduce the notions of pure matrices and \( M \)-purifying sets. Pure matrices are significant because matrix partition problems associated with pure matrices correspond to graph homomorphism problems.

Definition 6. Given index sets \( X \) and \( Y \), a matrix \( M \in \{0,1,*\}^{X \times Y} \) is pure if it has no 0’s or has no 1s.

Definition 7. For any \( M \in \{0,1,*\}^{D \times D} \), a set \( L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D) \) is \( M \)-purifying if, for all \( X,Y \in L \), the \( X \)-by-\( Y \) submatrix \( M_{XY} \) is pure.

For example, consider the matrix \( M = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \) with rows and columns indexed by \( \{0,1,2\} \) in the obvious way. The matrix \( M \) is not pure, but the set \( L = \{\{0,1\}, \{2\}\} \) is \( M \)-purifying and so is the closure \( S(L) \).

Definition 8. An \( \mathcal{L}-M \)-derectangularising sequence for \( M \) of length \( k \) is a sequence \( D_1,\ldots,D_k \) with each \( D_i \in L \) such that: \( \{D_1,\ldots,D_k\} \) is \( M \)-purifying and the relation \( H^M_{D_1D_2} \circ H^M_{D_2D_3} \circ \cdots \circ H^M_{D_kD_{k-1}} \) is not rectangular, where \( \circ \) denotes composition of relations.

We can now state our explicit dichotomy theorem, which implies Theorem 3 and, hence, Theorem 1.

Theorem 9. Let \( M \) be a symmetric matrix in \( \{0,1,*\}^{D \times D} \) and let \( L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D) \) be subset-closed. If there is an \( \mathcal{L}-M \)-derectangularising sequence then the problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is \#P-complete. Otherwise, it is in FP.

Sections III, IV and V develop a polynomial-time algorithm which solves the problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS whenever there is no \( \mathcal{L}-M \)-derectangularising sequence. The algorithm involves several steps. First, consider the case in which \( L \) is subset-closed and \( M \)-purifying. In this case, Proposition 15 presents a polynomial-time transformation from an instance of the problem \#L-\( M \)-PARTITIONS to an instance of a related counting CSP. Algorithm 3 exploits special properties of the
constructed CSP instance to solve it in polynomial time using a CSP technique called arc-consistency. (This is proved in Lemma 18.) This provides a solution to the original \#L-M-PARTITIONS problem for the M-purifying case. The case in which L is not M-purifying is tackled in Section V. We first give algorithms for constructing the relevant data structures: a special case of sparse-dense partitions and also subcubic decompositions. Algorithm 9 uses these data structures (via Algorithms 4 and 8) to reduce the \#L-M-PARTITIONS problem to a sequence of problems \#L_i-M-PARTITIONS where L_i is M-purifying. Finally, the polynomial-time algorithm is presented in Algorithms 10 and 11. For every subset-closed L and every M where there is no L-M-derectangularising sequence, Algorithm 10 or Algorithm 11 defines a polynomial-time function \#L-M-PARTITIONS for solving the \#L-M-PARTITIONS problem, given an input \((G, L)\). The function \#L-M-PARTITIONS is not recursive. However, its definition is recursive in the sense that the function \#L-M-PARTITIONS defined in Algorithm 11 calls a function \#L_i-M-PARTITIONS where L_i is a subset of \(\mathcal{P}(D)\) whose cardinality is smaller than L. The function \#L_i-M-PARTITIONS is, in turn, defined either in Algorithm 10 or 11. The proof of Theorem 9 shows that, when Algorithms 10 and 11 fail to solve the problem \#L-M-PARTITIONS, the problem is \#P-complete.

All proofs are included in the full version of this paper, which appears in preliminary form as [16]. Some algorithms are described informally in this extended abstract, but they are described more formally (as pseudocode) in the full version. To assist the reader, we have used the numbering from the full version in the extended abstract (so there are gaps in the numbering sequence here).

In Section 7 of the full paper [16], we show how to use lists to implement simple cardinality constraints. More formally, we show that, for any \(D \times D\) matrix \(M\), the following problem is polynomial-time Turing reducible to \#LIST-M-PARTITIONS: for a fixed function \(C : D \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}_{>0}\), how many \(M\)-partitions of the input graph \(G\) map at least \(C(d)\) vertices to part \(d\) for all \(d \in D\)? As a corollary, we show that there is a polynomial-time algorithm for counting the “homogeneous pairs” (defined in [6]) in any graph.

### B. Complexity of the dichotomy criterion

Theorem 9 gives a precise criterion under which the problem \#L-M-PARTITIONS is in FP or \#P-complete, where L and M are considered to be fixed parameters. In the full version [16], we address the computational problem of determining which is the case, now treating L and M as inputs to this “meta-problem”. Dyer and Richerby [8] studied the corresponding problem for the \#CSP dichotomy, showing that determining whether a constraint language \(\Gamma\) satisfies the criterion for their \#CSP(\(\Gamma\)) dichotomy is in NP. We are interested in the following computational problem, which we show to be NP-complete.

#### Name. \textsc{ExistsDirectSeq}

#### Instance. An index set \(D\), a symmetric matrix \(M\) in \([0, 1, \ast]^{D \times D}\) (represented as an array) and a set \(L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D)\) (represented as a list of lists).

#### Output. “Yes”, if there is an \(S(L)-M\)-derectangularising sequence; “no”, otherwise.

#### Theorem 10. \textsc{ExistsDirectSeq} is NP-complete under polynomial-time many-one reductions.

Note that, in the definition of the problem \textsc{ExistsDirectSeq}, the input \(L\) is not necessarily subset-closed. This allows a concise representation of some inputs; for example, \(\mathcal{P}(D)\) has exponential size but it can be represented as \(S(\{D\})\), so the corresponding input is just \(L = \{D\}\). In fact, our proof of Theorem 10 uses a set of lists \(L\) where \(|X| \leq 3\) for all \(X \in L\). Since there are at most \(|D|^3 + 1\) such sets, our NP-completeness proof would still hold if we insisted that the input to \textsc{ExistsDirectSeq} must be subset-closed. Let us now return to the original problem \#LIST-M-PARTITIONS, which is the special case of the problem \#L-M-PARTITIONS where \(L = \mathcal{P}(D)\). This leads us to be interested in the following computational problem.

#### Name. \textsc{MatrixHasDirectSeq}

#### Instance. An index set \(D\) and a symmetric matrix \(M\) in \([0, 1, \ast]^{D \times D}\) (represented as an array).

#### Output. “Yes”, if there is a \(\mathcal{P}(D)-M\)-derectangularising sequence; “no”, otherwise.

Theorem 10 does not fully quantify the complexity of \textsc{MatrixHasDirectSeq} because its proof relies on a specific choice of \(L\) which, as we have noted, is not \(\mathcal{P}(D)\). Nevertheless, the proof of Theorem 10 has the following corollary.

#### Corollary 11. \textsc{MatrixHasDirectSeq} is in NP.

#### II. More details

The remainder of this extended abstract gives more details about our results, which are established in the full paper [16].

#### III. List M-partition problems and counting CSPs

Toward the development of our algorithms and the proof of our dichotomy, we study a special case of the problem \#L-M-PARTITIONS, in which L is M-purifying and subset-closed. For such L and M, we show that the problem \#L-M-PARTITIONS is polynomial-time Turing-equivalent to a counting constraint satisfaction problem (\#CSP). A constraint
**language** is a finite set $\Gamma$ of named relations over some set $D$. For such a language, we define the counting problem $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma)$ as follows.

**Name.** $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma)$.

**Instance.** A set $V$ of variables and a set $C$ of constraints of the form $(v_1, \ldots, v_k, R)$, where $(v_1, \ldots, v_k) \in V^k$ and $R$ is an arity-$k$ relation in $\Gamma$.

**Output.** The number of assignments $\sigma : V \to D$ such that

$$\langle \sigma(v_1), \ldots, \sigma(v_k) \rangle \in R \text{ for all } \langle v_1, \ldots, v_k \rangle \in C. \quad (1)$$

The tuple of variables $v_1, \ldots, v_k$ in a constraint is referred to as the constraint’s *scope*. The assignments $\sigma : V \to D$ for which (1) holds are called the *satisfying assignments* of the instance $(V, C)$. Note that a unary constraint $(v, R)$ has the same effect as a list: it directly restricts the possible values of the variable $v$.

**Definition 12.** For a subset-closed, $M$-purifying set $\mathcal{L}$, define the constraint language $\Gamma'_{\mathcal{L},M} = \{H^M_{X,Y} \mid X, Y \in \mathcal{L}\}$ and let $\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M} = \Gamma'_{\mathcal{L},M} \cup \mathcal{P}(D)$, where $\mathcal{P}(D)$ represents the set of all unary relations on $D$.

In the full version of the paper [16], we prove the following proposition.

**Proposition 15.** For any symmetric $M \in \{0, 1, \ast\}^{D \times D}$ and any subset-closed, $M$-purifying set $\mathcal{L}$, the problem $\#\mathcal{L}$-$M$-PARTITIONS is polynomial-time Turing-equivalent to $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$.

The reduction from $\#\mathcal{L}$-$M$-PARTITIONS to $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$ starts with an instance $(G, L)$ of $\#\mathcal{L}$-$M$-PARTITIONS and constructs an instance $(V, C)$ of $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$ with $V = V(G)$. The constraint set $C$ contains a unary constraint for each variable (capturing the role of the list function $L$). For every edge $(u, v)$ such that $M|_{L(u) \times L(v)}$ has a 0 entry, there is a binary constraint $\langle (u,v), H^M_{L(u),L(v)} \rangle$. Similarly, there is such a constraint for every non-edge $(u, v)$ such that $M|_{L(u) \times L(v)}$ has a 1 entry. These constraints ensure a bijection between satisfying assignments of $(V, C)$ and $M$-partitions of $G$ that respect $L$. The construction in the other direction is essentially the reverse of this construction, except that first we must simplify the CSP instance, ensuring that there is exactly one unary constraint for each variable, that there are no binary constraints of the form $\langle (v, v), R \rangle$ (where the variable $v$ is repeated), and that every pair of distinct variables appears in at most one constraint. Such an instance will be called a *simple* instance below.

**IV. AN ARC-CONSISTENCY BASED ALGORITHM FOR $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$**

Arc-consistency is a standard solution technique for constraint satisfaction problems [19]. It is, essentially, a local search method which initially assumes that each variable $v$ may take any value in the domain and iteratively reduces $D_v$, the range of values that can be assigned to $v$, based on the constraints applied to it and on the values that can be taken by other variables in the scopes of those constraints. The detailed definition of the vector $(D_v)_{v \in V}$ of arc-consistent domains is given in the full version [16], along with a (standard) polynomial-time algorithm for computing it. The important point is that every satisfying assignment $\sigma$ must have $\sigma(v) \in D_v$ for each variable $v$.

Since the $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$ instances that we deal with are simple (as defined above), the arc-consistent domains can yield further simplification of the constraint structure, which we refer to as factoring. The factoring applies when the arc-consistent domains restrict a binary relation to a Cartesian product. In this case, the binary relation can be replaced with corresponding unary relations. A polynomial-time algorithm is given in the full version [16] which factors a simple instance with respect to a vector $(D_v)_{v \in V}$ of arc-consistent domains, producing a set $F$ of factored constraints. The instance $(V, F)$ is simple and it has the same satisfying assignments as $(V, C)$.

The *constraint graph* of a CSP instance $(V, C)$ is the undirected graph with vertex set $V$ that contains an edge between every pair of distinct variables that appear together in the scope of some constraint. This is used in the following algorithm.

**Algorithm 3.** This algorithm uses arc-consistency to count satisfying assignments to simple instances of $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$. The input is a simple instance $(V, C)$ of $\#\text{CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L},M})$.

**function AC(V,C)**

Compute the vector of arc-consistent domains $(D_v)_{v \in V}$

Construct the set $F$ of factored constraints

if $D_v = \emptyset$ for some $v \in V$ then
  return 0

Compute the constraint graph $H$ of $(V, F)$

Let the components of $H$ be $H_1, \ldots, H_\kappa$ with $V_i = V(H_i)$

for $i \in \{1, \ldots, \kappa\}$ do
  Let $F_i$ be the set of constraints in $F$ involving variables in $V_i$
  if $|D_w| = 1$ for some $w \in V_i$ then
    if $w$ is an isolated vertex in $H$. This // component has (exactly) 1 satisfying // assignment.
    $Z_i \leftarrow 1$
else
  Choose \( w_i \in V_i \)
  Let \( \theta_i \) be the unary constraint involving 
  \( w_i \) in \( F_i \)
  for \( d \in D_u \), do
  \( F_i^{d} \leftarrow (F_i \cup \{ w_i, \{d\} \}) \setminus \{ \theta_i \} \)
  // Variable \( w_i \) is 'pinned' to value \( d \).
  \( Z_i \leftarrow \sum_{d \in D_u} AC(V_i, F_i^{d}) \)
  // The number of satisfying assignments
  // factorises as \( \prod_{i} Z_i \) because there are
  // no constraints between variables in
  // different components.
return \( \prod_{i=1}^{n} Z_i \)

In the full version [16], we prove that Algorithm 3 terminates with the correct output — this follows from properties of the factoring algorithm which are hinted at in the comments of the algorithm. For general inputs, the algorithm may take exponential time to run, but we prove the following lemma which shows that the running time is polynomial for the inputs that interest us.

**Lemma 18.** Suppose that \( \mathcal{L} \) is subset-closed and \( M \)-purifying. If there is no \( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)\text{-derectangularising sequence, then Algorithm 3 runs in polynomial time.

The key to bounding the running time is showing that the recursion depth of the algorithm is at most \( |D| \). To do this, we show that the sizes of the domains of all variables decrease with each recursive call. The proof is based on an analysis of the constraints in a component \( H_i \) of the constraint graph, using the facts that \( \mathcal{L} \) is subset-closed and \( M \)-purifying and that there is no \( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)\text{-derectangularising sequence.

V. POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHMS AND THE DICHTOMY THEOREM

Bulatov [3] showed that every problem of the form \( \text{#CSP}(\Gamma) \) is either in \( \text{FP} \) or \( \text{#P} \)-complete. Together with Proposition 15, his result immediately shows that a similar dichotomy exists for the special case of the problem \#\( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)-PARTITIONS in which \( \mathcal{L} \) is \( M \)-purifying and is closed under subsets. Our algorithmic work in Section IV can be combined with Dyer and Richerby’s explicit dichotomy for \( \text{#CSP} \) to obtain an explicit dichotomy for this special case of \#\( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)-PARTITIONS. In particular, Lemma 18 gives a polynomial-time algorithm for the case in which there is no \( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)-derectangularising sequence. When there is such a sequence, \( \Gamma_{\mathcal{L}, M} \) is not “strongly rectangular” in the sense of Dyer and Richerby [8].

It follows immediately that \( \text{#CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L}, M}) \) is \#P-complete [8, Lemma 24] so \#\( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)-PARTITIONS is also \#P-complete by Proposition 15. In fact, the dichotomy for this special case does not require the full generality of Dyer and Richerby’s dichotomy. If there is an \( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)\text{-derectangularising sequence then it follows immediately from work of Bulatov and Dalmau [4, Theorem 2 and Corollary 3] that \( \text{#CSP}(\Gamma_{\mathcal{L}, M}) \) is \#P-complete.

In this section we will move beyond the case in which \( \mathcal{L} \) is \( M \)-purifying to provide a full dichotomy for the problem \#\( \mathcal{L} \)-\( M \)-PARTITIONS. We will use two data structures based on graph partitions. The first is a special case of a sparse-dense partition [14].

The second data structure is based on subhypercubes. For any finite set \( U \), a subcube of \( \{0,1\}^U \) is a subset of \( \{0,1\}^U \) that is a Cartesian product of the form \( \Pi_{u \in U} S_u \) where \( S_u \in \{\{0\},\{1\},\{0,1\}\} \) for each \( u \in U \). We can also associate a subcube \( \Pi_{u \in U} S_u \) with the set of assignments \( \sigma : U \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) such that \( \sigma(u) \in S_u \) for all \( u \in U \). Subcubes can be represented efficiently by listing the projections \( S_u \).

**Definition 21.** Let \( G = (U, U', E) \) be a bipartite graph, where \( U \) and \( U' \) are disjoint vertex sets, and \( E \subseteq U \times U' \). A subcube decomposition of \( G \) is a list \( U_1,\ldots,U_k \) of subcubes of \( \{0,1\}^U \) and a list \( U_1',\ldots,U'_k \) of subcubes of \( \{0,1\}^U \) such that the following hold.

The union \( (U_1 \times U_1') \cup \cdots \cup (U_k \times U'_k) \) is the set of assignments \( \sigma : U \cup U' \rightarrow \{0,1\} \) such that no edge \((u,u') \in E \) has \( \sigma(u) = \sigma(u') = 0 \) and no pair \((u,u') \in (U \times U') \setminus E \) has \( \sigma(u) = \sigma(u') = 1 \). Also, for distinct \( i,j \in [k] \), \( U_i \times U'_i \) and \( U_j \times U'_j \) are disjoint and for each \( i \in [k] \), either \( |U_i| = 1 \) or \( |U'_i| = 1 \) (or both).

In the full version [16], we prove the following lemma.

**Lemma 22.** A subcube decomposition of a bipartite graph \( G = (U, U', E) \) can be computed in polynomial time, with the subcubes represented by their projections.

Our algorithm for counting list \( M \)-partitions uses the data structures to reduce problems where \( \mathcal{L} \) is not \( M \)-purifying to problems where it is (which we
already know how to solve from Sections III and IV). The algorithm is defined recursively on the set $\mathcal{L}$ of allowed lists. The algorithm for parameters $\mathcal{L}$ and $M$ calls the algorithm for $\mathcal{L}_1$ and $M$ where $\mathcal{L}_i$ is a subset of $\mathcal{L}$. The base case arises when $\mathcal{L}_i$ is $M$-purifying. We will use the following computational problem to reduce $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PARTITIONS to a collection of problems $\#\mathcal{L}_i \cdot M$-PARTITIONS that are, in a sense, disjoint.

**Name.** $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY.

**Instance.** A graph $G$ and a function $L: V(G) \to \mathcal{L}$. 

**Output.** Functions $L_1, \ldots, L_k: V(G) \to \mathcal{L}$ such that
- for each $i \in [k]$, the set $\{L_i(v) \mid v \in V(G)\}$ is $M$-purifying, and
- each $M$-partition of $G$ that respects $L$ respects exactly one of $L_1, \ldots, L_k$.

We will give an algorithm for solving the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY in polynomial time when there is no $\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-rectangularising sequence of length exactly 2. The following computational problem will be central to the inductive step.

**Name.** $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY-STEP.

**Instance.** A graph $G$ and a function $L: V(G) \to \mathcal{L}$. 

**Output.** Functions $L_1, \ldots, L_k: V(G) \to \mathcal{L}$ such that every $M$-partition of $G$ that respects $L$ respects exactly one of $L_1, \ldots, L_k$, and for each $i \in [k]$, there is a $W \in \mathcal{L}$ which is inclusion-maximal in $\mathcal{L}$ and which does not occur in the image of $L_i$.

Note that we can trivially produce a solution to the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY-STEP by letting $L_1, \ldots, L_k$ be an enumeration of all possible functions $V(G) \to \{\{d\} \mid d \in \bigcup_{v \in V(G)} L(v)\}$. Such a function $L_i$ corresponds to an assignment of vertices to parts, so there is either exactly one $L_i$-respecting $M$-partition or none, which means that every $L$-respecting $M$-partition is $L_i$-respecting for exactly one $i$. However, this solution is exponentially large in $|V(G)|$ and we are interested in solutions that can be produced in polynomial time. If an algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY-STEP is given an input with $L(v) = \emptyset$ for some vertex $v$, then the algorithm is entitled to output an empty list, since no $M$-partition respects $L$.

Our algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY-STEP is function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY-STEP which is specified in Algorithm 4 at the end of this extended abstract. We show the following.

**Lemma 24.** Let $M$ be a symmetric matrix in $\{0, 1, *\}^{D \times D}$ and let $\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D)$ be subset-closed. If $\mathcal{L}$ is not $M$-purifying and there is no length-$2 \mathcal{L} \cdot M$-rectangularising sequence, then Algorithm 4 is a polynomial-time algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY-STEP.

The proof of Lemma 24 considers each of the cases that arise in the execution of the algorithm — refer to Algorithm 4 at the end of this extended abstract. We give the flavour of the argument here. In Case 1, column $d$ of $M_{[X \times Y]}$ contains both a zero and a one. Equivalently, row $d$ of $M_{[Y \times X]}$ does. The algorithm groups the set of $M$-partitions of $G$ that respect $L$, based on the first vertex that is placed in part $d$. For $i \in [n]$, $L_i$ requires that $v_i$ is placed in part $d$ and $v_1, \ldots, v_{i-1}$ are not in part $d$; $L_{n+1}$ requires that part $d$ is empty. Thus, no $M$-partition can respect more than one of the $L_i$. Now consider an $L$-respecting $M$-partition $\sigma: V(G) \to D$ and suppose that $i$ is minimal such that $\sigma(v_i) = d$. We claim that $\sigma$ respects $L_i$. We have $\sigma(v_i) = d$, as required. For $j \neq i$, we must have $\sigma(v_j) \in L(v_j)$ since $\sigma$ respects $L$ and we must have $M_{d, \sigma(v_j)} \neq 1$ if $(v_i, v_j) \notin E(G)$ and $M_{d, \sigma(v_j)} \neq 0$ if $(v_i, v_j) \in E(G)$, since $\sigma$ is an $M$-partition. In addition, by construction, $\sigma(v_j) \neq d$ if $j < i$. Therefore, $\sigma$ respects $L_i$. A similar argument shows that $\sigma$ respects $L_{n+1}$ if $\sigma(v) \neq d$ for all $v \in V(G)$. Hence, any $M$-partition that respects $L$ respects exactly one of the $L_i$. Finally, we show that, for each $i \in [n+1]$, there is a set $W$ which is inclusion-maximal in $\mathcal{L}$ and is not in the image of $L_i$. For $i \in [n]$, we cannot have both $a$ and $b$ in $L_i(v_j)$ for any $v_j$, so $X$ is not in the image of $L_i$. $Y$ contains $d$, so $Y$ is not in the image of $L_{n+1}$.

The full version [16] contains arguments for the other two cases. To deal with these cases, we prove structural properties of the matrix $M$. In Case 2, we find that $M_{[X_1 \times X_0]}$ contains no 1s and $M_{X_1 \times X_1}$ contains no 0s. Also, $M_{X_0 \times X_1}$ and $M_{X_1 \times X_0}$ contain only *s. $M_{[X \times X]}$ has no * on its diagonal and it has no sequence $d_1, \ldots, d_t \in X_0$ of odd length such that $M_{d_1, d_2} = M_{d_2, d_3} = \cdots = M_{d_{t-1}, d_t} = M_{d_t, d_1} = *$. This implies that, for any $M_{[X \times X]}$-partition of $G[V_X]$, the graph induced by vertices assigned to $X_0$ has no odd cycles, and is therefore bipartite. Similarly, the vertices assigned to $X_1$ induce the complement of a bipartite graph. This ensures that the output, which is constructed using the list $(B_1, C_1), \ldots, (B_k, C_k)$ of all bipartite–cobipartite partitions of $G[V_X]$, is correct. In Case 3 (described in detail in the full version [16]) it is always true that there are distinct $X, Y \in \mathcal{L}$ such that $M_{[X \times Y]}$ is not pure. The algorithm uses a subcube decomposition of a certain subgraph of $G$ to produce the desired list functions. The proof that the algorithm is correct is given in the full version [16].

**Algorithms 8 and 9.** Algorithm 8 is a trivial algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY for the case in which $\mathcal{L}$ is $M$-purifying. It defines a function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M$-PURIFY which takes input $(G, L)$ and returns $L$. Algorithm 9 is an algorithm for the same problem when $\mathcal{L}$ is not $M$-purifying (but it is still subset-closed). The algorithm defines a function as follows.
function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify}(G, L)$
\[
\begin{aligned}
&\text{// } \emptyset \in \mathcal{L} \text{ since } \mathcal{L} \text{ is subset-closed. Since } \mathcal{L} \text{ is not } M \text{-purifying, } \mathcal{L} \neq \{\emptyset\}, \text{ hence } |\mathcal{L}| > 1. \\
&\text{Let } B \text{ be the empty sequence of list functions } L_1, \ldots, L_k \leftarrow \#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify-step}(G, L) \\
&\text{for } i \in [k] \text{ do } \\
&\quad L_i \leftarrow P(\bigcup_{v \in V(G)} P(L_i(v))) \\
&\quad L_i', \ldots, L_i' \leftarrow \#\mathcal{L}_i \cdot M \text{-purify}(G, L_i) \\
&\quad \text{Add } L_i', \ldots, L_i' \text{ to } B \\
\end{aligned}
\]
\[
\text{return } B
\]

For any fixed $\mathcal{L}$ and $M$ the function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify}$ is defined either in Algorithm 8 or in Algorithm 9. The function is not recursive, but its definition is recursive in the sense that the function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify}$ defined in Algorithm 9 makes a call to a function $\#\mathcal{L}_i \cdot M \text{-purify}$ for some $\mathcal{L}_i$ which is smaller than $\mathcal{L}$. The function $\#\mathcal{L}_i \cdot M \text{-purify}$ is in turn defined in Algorithm 8 or 9. The correctness of the algorithm follows from the definition of the problem. The following lemma, proved in the full version [16], bounds the running time.

Lemma 25. Let $M \in \{0, 1, *\}^{D \times D}$ be a symmetric matrix and let $\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D)$ be subset-closed. If there is no length-$2 \cdot \mathcal{L}$-derectangularising sequence, then function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify}$ is a polynomial-time algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify}$.

Finally, we present our algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$.  

Algorithms 10 and 11. Algorithm 10 defines a function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$ which solves the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$ when $\mathcal{L}$ is subset-closed and $M$-purifying and there is no $\mathcal{L}$-derectangularising sequence. It uses the polynomial-time transformation from $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$ to $\#\text{CSP}(G_{\mathcal{L}, M})$ from Proposition 15 and the function AC from Algorithm 3. Algorithm 11 defines a function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$ for the same problem when $\mathcal{L}$ is not $M$-purifying but it is subset-closed and there is no $\mathcal{L}$-derectangularising sequence. It is defined as follows. The definition is recursive, even though the function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$ is not recursive.

function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}(G, L)$
\[
\begin{aligned}
L_1, \ldots, L_t &\leftarrow \#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-purify}(G, L) \\
Z &\leftarrow 0 \\
&\text{for } i \in [t] \text{ do } \\
&\quad \mathcal{L}_i \leftarrow \bigcup_{v \in V(G)} P(L_i(v)) \\
&\quad Z \leftarrow Z + \#\mathcal{L}_i \cdot M \text{-partitions}(G, L_i) \\
&\text{return } Z
\end{aligned}
\]

In the full version [16], we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 26. Let $M \in \{0, 1, *\}^{D \times D}$ be a symmetric matrix and let $\mathcal{L} \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D)$ be subset-closed. If there is no $\mathcal{L}$-derectangularising sequence, then function $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$ as defined in Algorithms 10 and 11 is a polynomial-time algorithm for the problem $\#\mathcal{L} \cdot M \text{-partitions}$.

Theorem 9 now follows from Lemma 26 (the positive case), from Proposition 15 (the connection to $\#\text{CSP}(G_{\mathcal{L}, M})$) and from [4, Theorem 2 and Corollary 3] ($\#P$-hardness for certain $\#\text{CSP}$ problems, see also [8, Lemma 24]). The details are in the full version [16].
Algorithm 4. A polynomial-time algorithm for the problem \#\( L - M \)-purify-step when \( L \subseteq \mathcal{P}(D) \) is subset-closed, \( L \) is not \( M \)-purifying and there is no length-2 \( L - M \)-derectangularising sequence. The input is a pair \((G, L)\) with \( V(G) = \{v_1, \ldots, v_n\} \).

function \#\( L - M \)-purify-step\((G, L)\)

if there is a \( v_i \in V(G) \) with \( L(v_i) = \emptyset \) then

/* No \( M \)-partition of \( G \) respects \( L \) */
return the empty sequence
else if there are \( X, Y \in L, a, b \in X, \) and \( d \in Y \) such that \( M_{a,d} = 0 \) and \( M_{b,d} = 1 \) then

/* Case 1 */
Choose such \( X, Y, a, b \) and \( d \) so that \( X \) and \( Y \) are inclusion-maximal in \( L \)
for \( i \in [n] \) do
for \( j < i \) do
if \( (v_i, v_j) \in E(G) \) then
\( L_i(v_j) \leftarrow \{d' \in L(v_j) \mid d' \neq d \text{ and } M_{d,d'} \neq 0\} \)
else
\( L_i(v_j) \leftarrow \{d' \in L(v_j) \mid d' \neq d \text{ and } M_{d,d'} \neq 1\} \)
for \( j > i \) do
if \( (v_i, v_j) \in E(G) \) then
\( L_i(v_j) \leftarrow \{d' \in L(v_j) \mid M_{d,d'} \neq 0\} \)
else
\( L_i(v_j) \leftarrow \{d' \in L(v_j) \mid M_{d,d'} \neq 1\} \)
\( L_{n+1}(v_i) \leftarrow L(v_i) \setminus \{d\} \)
return \( L_1, \ldots, L_{n+1} \)
else if there is an \( X \in L \) such that \( M|_{X \times X} \) is not pure then

/* Case 2 */
Choose such an \( X \) that is inclusion-maximal in \( L \)
Let \( X_0 \subseteq X \) be the set of rows of \( M|_{X \times X} \) that contain a 0
\( X_1 \leftarrow X \setminus X_0 \)
\( V_X \leftarrow \{v_j \in V(G) \mid L(v_j) = X\} \)
if \( V_X = \emptyset \) then return \( L \)
else
/* We omit the description of Case 3 in the extended abstract. In this case, there is a pair */
/* \( X, Y \in L \) such that \( M|_{X \times Y} \) is not pure. Each \( L_i \) is derived from a pair \((U_i, U'_i)\) in a */
/* subcube decomposition of a subgraph of \( G \). The singleton projections in \( U_i \) and \( U'_i */
/* restrict the lists of vertices \( v_j \) with \( L(v_j) \in \{X, Y\} \). */
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